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consultants possess a wealth of knowledge in
working with systems of record and are the industry
leaders in supporting and advancing Synergy-based
applications. They have extensive experience in a wide
variety of technologies used with Synergy and nonSynergy software solutions, including web services,
relational database design, data warehouses, business
intelligence, cloud, Visual Studio, HTML, C#, .NET, UI/
UX, mobile technologies, version control, and many
others.
We employ knowledgeable and experienced software

“

We have been working with Synergex for
several years and we really work as a team
with them. They understand our challenges

development consultants who can enter a project at

and make recommendations to face them,

any stage, quickly identify requirements, and follow

to improve our technological environment

through with the design, development, and/or

and to be at the level that we need to be.

implementation needed to meet those requirements.
We can review technology roadmaps, offer advice

Francois Lussier, Director, ERP, Lallemand

on technology opportunities, validate development
plans, and provide managed service. Whatever your
technology needs or objectives, it’s likely that our
team has the expertise to assist you.
With over $1 billion in annual sales and 4,500 employees
located in 40 countries, Lallemand is a global leader in
the development, production and marketing of yeast,
bacteria and specialty ingredients.

“

90% of current applications
will still be in use and most will
receive insufficient modernization
investment. Technical debt will
compound and consume more
than 40% of the current IT budget.
Application Modernization Should Be
Business-Centric, Continuous and Multiplatform

Gartner

Optimizing for Success
Turn your Synergy/DE-based application into your
competitive advantage.
Create a roadmap for application modernization to
take advantage of ever-evolving digital technologies
such as cloud, mobile, and analytics. Generate new
opportunities for business today, helping your company
save resources, design efficiencies, enhance quality, and
promote new insights.
The Synergex PSG team begins your engagement with
an assessment of current applications and systems.
Based on this detailed analysis, Synergex drives the
co-creation of a modernization roadmap to address
evolving business demands, leverage enterprise
technology investments, and build a reliable foundation
for future innovation.
Leverage your current assets to create a powerful
digital transformation that opens opportunities.

SOA: The Key to Transformation
A service-oriented architecture (SOA) is the heart of any
application modernization strategy. Creating an SOA is
the key to transforming an application from a monolithic
silo to one that is modular, testable, and ready for the

“

This approach offers countless benefits,
including greater business agility, ability to

future. Expose your application(s) over loosely coupled

leverage legacy functionality in new ways,

interfaces, enabling an application dedicated to one

and allowing our customers to choose from

business function to reuse the functionality of an

a growing list of integrated partners to help

app dedicated to another, all as part of an extended
enterprise system.

grow their business.

Gayle Lewis, President, AgTrax

Known as “The Industry Standard” in grain
accounting software, AgTrax provides more than 24
years of development serving 4,000 users.

“

Building a Team
Skilled programmers are vital for maintenance and
development, no matter how modern the application.

We had wanted to get our development team
onto Visual Studio for quite some time and
were able to get about 70% of the way there by
ourselves. We engaged with Synergex PSG to
define best practices around completing our code
migration, configuring our machines to work with
Visual Studio with multiple repositories, and our
source control and management techniques.
After three days of on-site consulting, we were
provided a comprehensive plan to tackle
these topics, which gave us the direction and
confidence we needed to fully adopt Visual Studio
as our primary IDE and realize the productivity
benefits of this move.

No doubt the headlines about COBOL programmer

Greg Crème, Lead Developer, Western Carriers

Synergex’s investment in an ever-growing house of

shortages during the COVID-19 pandemic struck fear in
the hearts of IT leaders managing legacy applications.
Gartner estimates that the average COBOL programmer
is close to retirement age, which likely also applies to
many programmers working with similar languages.
IT leaders need to invest in keeping their Synergy/
DE-based application modern while moving to a
contemporary development environment to attract
young talent. Synergex PSG can take your current
development environment from Workbench, VI, and
Notepad++ and move it to our fully supported Microsoft
Visual Studio integration.
these language programmers is an insurance policy for
organizations concerned about succession planning.
Our staff augmentation services range from on-demand
support to managed services that offer full responsibility

The leading warehousing and transportation services
provider to wine and spirit importers, with 3.2 million
square feet of warehousing storing 13 million cases.

for your application maintenance and development.

From Data Silos to a
Connected Network
You’ve invested countless resources into the coding of
your applications, which represent years of valuable
business logic. Keep your valuable data and also invite
SQL to the party — they can work together. Preserve
existing code and the benefits of high-performance data
types while taking advantage of SQL with real-time SQL
access.
Looking to decouple system complexity from underlying

“

For me, [Harmony Core] gives the
product a new lease of life. It’s a
win-win situation-- we get to retain
all the functionality within the core
solution, while taking advantage
of latest UI innovations. It’s
rejuvenated our product and how
we will develop over the short term.
Richard Litchfield, Managing Director
Forward Solutions

services and data, or to quickly integrate a system of
record application to digital channels? RESTful APIs
can transform your business. Using APIs to develop
new projects and build new integrations has revealed
numerous benefits. Synergex PSG can help define the
best API strategy for your organization to increase your
productivity, innovation, and agility.

The UK’s leading independent national supplier of
software and e-commerce solutions to the freight and
logistics industry.

Our Services in Action
Synergex PSG helped customer UNFI migrate their
supplier portal and other external applications to be
hosted within Harmony Core, allowing for security
and channel management in multi-user applications.
Harmony Core is an open-source framework that helps
Synergy developers easily build RESTful web services to
expose Synergy data and business logic. The Harmony
Core OData interface provides data to MuleSoft from
UNFI’s East Region systems, which transforms the OData
into data that other applications at UNFI can consume.

250k+

organic, natural,
and specialty food
products to more
than 43k locations

This new functionality has revitalized UNFI’s UBS
application and changed people’s perception of it. UBS
has gotten the job done for many years, but the new API
allows consumers of the data to interact with it directly
and control exactly what they want to see.

“When we tell people the things we’re able to do
UNFI is the nation’s largest natural foods distributor,
with over $20 billion in annual revenue.

now, they tend to look at it in a slightly different
way. It gives people an opportunity to rethink what
they think of as legacy”
Chris Blundell, Application Manager, UNFI

⌃

Read UNFI’s story

Our Process
System Assessment/Discovery
A solid understanding of your current operating status
and a defined plan for implementing improvements
are the first pieces you need to propel your technology
environment

toward

increased

efficiency

and

effectiveness. Having the right systems, infrastructure,
staffing, and organizational practices in place is essential
for efficiency and growth. A technology assessment
from Synergex can help you evaluate your current
environment, focus on priorities, and plan for future
needs. Many organizations have relied on Synergex
to provide an independent, experienced perspective
on their technology environment. These assessments
typically take no more than two weeks and can be done
either in person or remotely.
⌃

System Assessment Fact Sheet

Implementation and Beyond
Once the foundation is laid with a system assessment,
the doors open to further consulting opportunities.

“

IT leaders report a 40% increase in
project requests, and more than
half (59%) of organizations were
unable to deliver on all of their
projects last year.
2020 Connectivity benchmark report

MuleSoft

Services

Software Development

Application Support (Tier 1-3)

Staff Augmentation

Managed Services

Do you need a hand architecting or
implementing a solution to a problem?
We provide team-focused, agile
application development on a variety
of projects. Examples include data
exposition through SQL or APIs and
platform updates and migrations.

Do you need a contingency plan for
supporting and maintaining your
Synergy/DE-based application?
Not a problem. We have experience
supporting critical business applications
in a range of models.

Do you worry about employee overhead,
need a short-term hand, or have recruiting
concerns? Our flexible model allows you
to add talent to your Synergy/DE-based
application team with agility.

Are you looking for a more hands-on
approach to improving your Synergy/
DE-based application? We partner with
you to craft a model that works best for
your business — our success depends
on your success.
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